Errors

Error01 - Fig S.2

As in Annex S:-
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**Figure S.2 - The most superior node of a component**

The 'most superior node' means the 'top node'. The box label 'most superior node' however several nodes are enclosed, and non for the nodes are the most superior node.

As in Unicode 5 pp 420:-

**Figure 12-7. The Most Superior Node of an Ideographic Component**
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Suggestion figure S.2 be changed back to it's original form as in Unicode 5 , and the caption be changed to from "The Most Superior Node of an Ideographic Component" to "Comparing From The Most Superior Node'
U+520A (刊) and U+520B(刊) are non-cognate. U+520A (刊), pronounced 'kan1', means 'to print, to publish, to delete, to correct' and 'a periodical, a publication'. U+520B(刊), pronounced 'qian4', means 'to cut'.

However U+520A (刊) and U+520B(刊) are shown in Annex S.3 source code separation examples.

In is correct that these have the same abstract shape, the example U+520A (刊) and U+520B(刊) should be labeled 'non-cognate.

Action Item:- All the examples in S.3 should be checked to see if they are cognate or non-cognate, and those which are non-cognate should be clearly labeled as such.

Suggestion

In section S.1 of Annex S many of the examples, are encoded characters or radicals, for those which have code points should clear as is done in S.3.